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Abstract

Philosophy certainly has connections with science but it is not itself a science. Nor is it literature. But it is related to literature in a way that excessive emphasis on science can obscure. In this paper I defend the rather old-fashioned view that philosophy is essentially linguistic. I also argue, less conventionally, that there is an unavoidable personal aspect to at least some philosophical problems, and in answering them we must speak for ourselves without being able to count on every other speaker of our language agreeing with us or even understanding what we say. Where the rules of our language are not set we must, so to speak, make them up for ourselves as we go. In this way philosophy requires the kind of linguistic creativity more often associated with poetical kinds of literature. Drawing on the work of Cora Diamond and Alice Crary, I argue that philosophy should be regarded as, not identical with, but continuous with poetry.

In his 1957 remarks on “The Elimination of Metaphysics,” Rudolf Carnap distinguishes between cognitive meaning (which asserts, designates, or refers, and is associated with science) and expressive meaning (which is non-cognitive, and associated with music and poetry). Carnap and others wanted to limit philosophy to the cognitive sphere and rejected metaphysics, along with most ethics (with the exception of meta-ethics), on this basis. Without embracing the suggestion that there are precisely two kinds of meaning, I want to argue that Carnap was right to think that some philosophy belongs in the same camp as poetry. He would consider this to be a rather bad kind of philosophy, but I will argue that in fact all philosophy that is not misleadingly named belongs in the same camp as metaphysics and ethics. It is because philosophy is not the same kind of thing as science that, as Wittgenstein noted, “People say again and again
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that philosophy doesn’t really progress.”2 It was Wittgenstein too who wrote that, “philosophy ought really to be written only as a poetic composition.”3 I will not go that far, but I will argue that philosophy would do well to move in that direction. To some extent philosophy is already done in the way that I recommend here, but my goal is not simply to describe current practices. I want also to make a case for philosophy’s having a more literary or humanistic, and therefore less scientific, understanding of itself than at present. (And by this I mean only that some philosophers have scientistic tendencies, not that all philosophy is utterly scientistic.) It is not that all philosophy ought really to be poetry, but, rather, that some might be, and that all should be recognized as having an inescapable connection with literary writing.

In order to make my case I will begin, in part I, with a consideration of what (analytic) philosophy has generally been taken to be and to be for. I pay little attention to continental philosophy in this paper, mostly because it already embraces the kind of broadly literary conception of philosophy for which I argue here. At least the relevance of literature to the work of the philosophical novelist and playwright Sartre is obvious, the importance of literary style to the work of the poet and philosopher Nietzsche is obvious, the centrality of poetry in the thinking of the later Heidegger is clear, and the creative and playful nature of much of Derrida’s work is evident. I will not attempt a catalogue of the ways in which such work has influenced others, but will take it as given that it has. So I will focus from here onwards on so-called analytic philosophy, or philosophy in the analytic tradition. In part II I discuss the main reasons for thinking that the literary conception of philosophy that I am arguing for is well suited to ethics, and in Part III I explain how this has implications for the rest of philosophy too.

Part I: What is (Analytic) Philosophy?

There is a sense in which, as Hans-Johann Glock points out, philosophy is basically a priori, whether we like it or not:

By tradition philosophy, like logic and mathematics, has been regarded as a priori, independent of sensory experience. Its problems cannot be solved, its propositions cannot be supported or refuted, by observation or experiment, irrespective of whether these concern the natural world or human culture. Though often derided at present in the name of naturalism, this rationalist picture squares well with the actual practice of philosophers, naturalists included. Philosophy as a distinctive intellectual pursuit is constituted at least in part by problems of a particular kind. These problems include questions such as ‘Can human beings acquire genuine knowledge?’, ‘What is the relationship between mind and body?’ and ‘Are there objective moral principles?’ They are not just supremely abstract and fundamental, but also a priori, at least in the
sense that the characteristically philosophical disputes about them concern not the scientific findings themselves, but at most the relevance these findings have for such problems.4

Let me note several ideas that Glock brings together in this passage. He says, for one thing, that philosophy is partly defined by the kind of problems that it addresses. He says, secondly, that these problems are a priori “at least in the sense that … characteristically philosophical disputes about them” are not primarily concerned with scientific findings. Thirdly, he says that these problems cannot be solved by observation or experiment. I agree with the first two of these claims, but the third is somewhat problematic. If observation can neither support nor refute philosophical propositions then one wonders how philosophers can proceed at all. Indeed Wittgenstein, who denied that there were any such things as philosophical propositions (see Tractatus 4.112 and Philosophical Investigations § 128), suggested that philosophers had not made any progress whatsoever in more than two thousand years.5 Yet he must have considered his own work to be somewhat worthwhile, and it consists of what might well be called observations. They are not mainly scientific observations, true, but Wittgenstein places no limits on what kind of reminders we might want to assemble in doing philosophy. Glock takes himself to be agreeing with Wittgenstein, so we should not read too much into his insistence that philosophy is a priori and that observation has no place in it. At any rate, I do not want to deny that there is a place for observation and experience, broadly conceived, in philosophy. I will argue below, for instance, that we can learn from poets, and that they in turn learn from experience. There is no reason why we might not learn directly from experience itself (it surely shapes the intuitions on which we draw in ethics, for instance), nor why only poets (however broadly we conceive of this category) should be able to teach us.

Philosophical disagreements are typically about how certain questions are to be understood, and are thus linguistic (since understanding questions requires that we make sense of them and this sense is made in language), and the questions themselves tend to be about concepts, which again can only be understood in linguistic terms.6 Thus, for instance, Glock’s examples of typical philosophical problems concern the concepts of knowledge (or what counts as genuine knowledge), mind, objectivity, and morality. A concept is not the same thing as a word, but the concept snow cannot be understood without reference to the word ‘snow’ and its cognates. We cannot hope to understand a concept such as knowledge without reference to uses of words such as ‘knowledge.’ This might be disputed, but if a concept has meaning then on a broad conception of language, there is really no difference between a linguistic investigation and a conceptual one: both are concerned with semantics (in a literal, not a pejorative, sense). In practice, conceptual investigations will be conducted in language, and not simply because this is the medium of all investigation. We identify the very concepts in question by linguistic means, in terms of the words used to express them. Unless we are
born with an innate set of concepts then we surely acquire concepts through exposure to language, so that there is at least this connection between words and concepts. For these reasons, in what follows I will treat concepts and words as being more or less interchangeable.

Even experimental philosophy, which might seem the most obvious exception to the idea that philosophy consists in linguistic analysis, aims to help answer philosophical questions as traditionally conceived, and is surely continuous with more traditional philosophy even while being genuinely innovative. Hence philosophy is largely linguistic. To the question “What isn’t?,” I might accept that the answer is, Not much. But there is a fairly clear difference between an investigation that focuses on language (or concepts) and the kind of empirical enquiry that historians and scientists engage in.

The original idea of analytic philosophy was that the business of philosophy is the analysis of concepts. Thus, for instance, Bertrand Russell writes in *The Problems of Philosophy* that: “philosophy is merely the attempt to answer such ultimate questions [as whether there is any knowledge in the world that cannot reasonably be doubted] … critically, after exploring all that makes such questions puzzling, and after realizing all the vagueness and confusion that underlie our ordinary ideas.” Russell’s concern, that is, is with ideas, at least in part, not primarily the language in which these ideas are expressed. Similarly, G. E. Moore explained that:

> I never intended to use the word [“analysis”] in such a way that the *analysandum* would be a *verbal expression*. When I have talked of analyzing anything, *what* I have talked of analyzing has always been an idea or concept or proposition, and *not* a verbal expression; that is to say, if I talked of analyzing a “proposition,” I was always using “proposition” in such a sense that no verbal expression (no sentence, for instance), can be a “proposition,” in that sense.  

For understandable reasons (see above), conceptual analysis turned out to mean linguistic analysis, so that it came to seem that there was a neat division of labor between (conceptual or linguistic) philosophy and (empirical) science. Once we know what ‘time’ or ‘mind,’ for instance, mean then the scientists can get on with investigating those things. Quine upset this idea by arguing rather persuasively that the analytic truths that philosophers were supposed to seek cannot be absolutely distinguished from the synthetic truths that were meant to be the province of scientists. Hence the idea that philosophy is not *distinct from* but rather *continuous with* the natural sciences.

This does not mean, though, that philosophy is one (or many) of the sciences. We might not be able to distinguish chemistry from biology or biology from psychology in an
absolute sense, but it hardly follows that psychology is chemistry, or that chemistry is biology. The existence of a grey area between them does not mean that black is white or that night is day. The sciences might always have conceptual aspects, and philosophy (conceived as conceptual analysis or elucidation) might always have to pay attention to science, but it does not follow that philosophers should be conducting experiments (although it does not follow that they ought never to do this either).

Assuming that philosophy is concerned with the kind of questions described by Glock and such ‘Socratic’ questions as, “What is justice?,” “What is mind?,” “What is truth?,” and so on, and assuming that philosophy’s interest in such questions is primarily conceptual, then philosophers should pay attention to the language in which such concepts exist. This might make philosophy sound like a branch of sociology, a branch focusing especially on language, but it is significantly different from that kind of science. One reason why it is different is that language is productive, not only in the sense that new sentences can always be constructed but also in the sense that new words can be, and are, introduced too. So it would be impossible to write down an exhaustive catalogue of a living language (unless one treated it as no longer living).

It would also be unnecessary to do so, since we are authorities on our language already. We do not need a catalogue to know what makes sense and what does not. We are authorities also in the sense that what we say goes, at least to some extent. We are among the people who can introduce new words and new uses of existing words. This is another important respect in which linguistic or analytic philosophy is different from a science such as sociology. Sociologists can study societies other than their own, and can also study their own as if it were another. Philosophers, though, do not study other people’s concepts. We study our own, and typically not as if we were outsiders. And as masters of our language, we can extend or restrict, create, and perhaps even destroy, concepts. The history of concepts is the history of the creative, imaginative, rule-bending/creating/breaking use of language. In this sense, it is the history of literature, poetry, or whatever else we might want to call linguistic art. I want to argue that philosophy, rightly understood, is a kind of literature or, at least, continuous with literature.

Philosophical disputes concern not the actual use of concepts or words but the correct use of words or concepts. Do we really have free will? Are thermostats really capable of consciousness? Some people say such things, but should they do so? These questions are normative. Disagreements about how language should be used, about how our language should be used, call for persuasion. We want this persuasion to be rational, of course, and not to ignore the facts. But we also want some consistency in our language. For instance, if we want to know what emotions are then we will only be happy to accept a completely new definition of the word ‘emotion’ (based, perhaps, on recent scientific discoveries) if we are persuaded that in the past the word was used in a
meaningless way. Otherwise we will want to maintain a kind of harmony with the past use, even if we think that future use should move in a somewhat different direction, guided by new findings, perhaps, and accordingly revised rules. These quests for harmony are like aesthetic disagreements, such as disagreements about how a particular piece of music should be played. Competent people, even masters, can reasonably disagree, but it does not follow that there is no best answer. I might play a musical passage slowly while you prefer something faster, and it might become clear that your way is indeed better. Perhaps the slow version is satisfying, but the faster version is profoundly moving. In that case, you win. This is subjective, of course, but it is not irrational. It is perfectly rational to consider the views of expert musicians only (say), and to decide who is right empirically, by playing the piece in each different proposed way and then seeing (or hearing) which is better. J. M. Coetzee has talked about the composition techniques of Beethoven and Bach. Beethoven, as Coetzee imagines him, is an inspired genius, music flowing into and out of him. Bach, Coetzee imagines, tries first one way then another, like a teacher leading a child, but “leaves you behind” at a mysterious point, leading where you cannot follow his improvisation.

The use of language is, or can be, like this. We follow others, but do not merely parrot what they say. We make the language our own if we ever really learn it, and can then improvise. This possibility of improvisation, of innovation, which is a possibility that language must have, means that we can never say with confidence that we have specified precisely what is, and what is not, the way that any part of language is used. Descriptions of language-use that are immune to this kind of mistake cannot be sociological or third-person. Nor, of course, can a priori reflections on the correct use of language be sociological. Philosophy is not sociology. We draw on our own mastery of language in “describing” how it is used. In effect, we advocate, not only for this or that thesis or hypothesis, as scientists and other scholars do, but for a particular vision of how our language ought to be used.

Part II: Literature and Ethics

The distinction between the descriptive and the prescriptive has been challenged perhaps most forcefully in ethics. Philippa Foot, for instance, has argued that it is untenable, because of ‘thick concepts’, such as rudeness, that have both descriptive and prescriptive elements. This is not to say that there are no distinctions we can make for particular purposes. What it is to say is that, while the evaluative is not the same thing as the descriptive, there is a space of continuity, a grey area between the two. The same goes for ethics and meta-ethics, as well as for ethics and metaphysics. Is the correct analysis of personhood a metaphysical or an ethical question? What about free will and determinism? The existence of God? Rationality? It has been argued that self-interested thinking that leads to evil decisions such as joining the SS does not deserve to be called
rational. This is debatable, of course, but is this debate evaluative or purely conceptual? Or is that a false dichotomy? My claim is not that all philosophy is ethics, but that it is all continuous with ethics. I will try to both explain what this means and make it more plausible in the rest of this section.

In ethics one often has to speak for oneself, to aver sincerely what one holds to be true or right, without being able to prove this to others. Vice versa, speaking for oneself might always have an ethical aspect. Alice Crary has written that:

…learning to speak is inseparable from the adoption of a practical orientation toward the world—specifically, one that bears the imprint of the speaker’s individuality. And since such a practical orientation to the world cannot help but encode a view of what matters most in life or of how best to live, it follows that here there is a significant respect in which learning to speak is inseparable from the development of an—individual—moral outlook.

Crary makes several points here. Learning to speak is a practical matter, involving doing things and learning how to do things. In learning how to speak, listen, read, and write, one learns what to pay attention to and what to ignore. One also learns what kind of thing is normal and what kind of thing is unusual, and how, in general, to deal with unusual things. One also learns, develops, or internalizes certain goals. Talking and reading for pleasure, talking and reading for information, chatting, debate, empathizing, and gossiping are different activities with their own purposes and norms. Learning to engage in them requires the ability to follow others who do so, but without merely parroting them or using a script like a person inside a Chinese room, who speaks without understanding. One must behave within the realm of the normal without being robotically predictable. One must follow the rules but also be an individual in order to count as following the rules rather than being somehow mechanically determined by them. And this relates to ethics. As Crary writes:

…the concerns of ethics … encompass [a person’s] entire personality—her interests, fears and ambitions, her characteristic gestures and attitudes and her sense of what is humorous, what is offensive and what is profound.

One cannot think ethically unless one has, and makes use of, a sense of what is relevant, what is fearful, what is offensive, what matters, what is ridiculous, and so on. And we disagree about these things. One person’s reductio ad absurdum (in the common, non-technical sense of the term) is another’s proof of an uncomfortable truth or, as is often said, “One man’s modus ponens is another man’s modus tollens.” The vindication of the rights of women was mocked with a satirical vindication of the rights of animals. We no longer laugh at either idea. More recently, G. E. M. Anscombe has tried to argue that if we allowed contraception then we would have to allow gay
marriage. So, according to Anscombe, contraception must be wrong! This might still be accepted as a rational argument by some people, but surely not by many. Such discussions, though, do depend on one’s outlook, on what one finds absurd or unthinkable. And pure logic will not tell us what this should be, or is. Nor will science. Not every question about what is absurd is ethical, of course, but rejecting Anscombe’s argument about gay marriage as absurd would (most likely) reflect an ethical view.

Crary says that her book makes a “case for a view on which the concerns of ethics extend beyond moral judgments to individuals’ entire sensibilities or modes of responsiveness to life.” If she is right, then everything linguistic is related to ethics. Certainly she is right that there is more to ethics than what one does to others and judgments about such actions. As she points out, an inability to love, for instance, is a moral failure. So is an inability to see what is callous, what is disrespectful, what is indecent, and so on.

This is a point made also by Cora Diamond. In her paper “Losing Your Concepts” Diamond refers to Iris Murdoch’s view that we have an impoverished picture of human beings because of the way that philosophy of mind has come to make us think about “man as a brave naked will surrounded by an easily comprehended empirical world.” To rectify this harm done by a branch of metaphysics, according to Murdoch, what we need is not better philosophy but, in Diamond’s words, “an enriched vocabulary; this is a task for literature.” In what follows I will explain how it is poetic work that enriches a vocabulary. I quote Diamond not to argue from authority but to give credit where it is due.

Diamond explains that she disagrees with Murdoch about the source of the problem: it is not philosophy of mind but Fregean philosophy of language that is the root cause, Diamond believes. Philosophers tend to tie “description to classification (to a narrow range of kinds of classification at that).” This way of thinking obscures “the difference between the concepts member of the species Homo sapiens and human being.” (Later she concedes that Murdoch is right that philosophy of mind is one source of difficulty.)

This difference is not readily apparent (especially to philosophers if Diamond is right), but I will attempt to make it clear. It can be seen easily enough, I think, if we note that one is a biological concept and the other is something much more ethical and/or literary. A bad novelist might tell of the doings of various fictional members of the species Homo sapiens, but it takes a good novelist to create characters who are real human beings. The latter concept is much richer than the former, but not simply because this or that has been added to the scientific classification. There is no recipe for how to make characters three-dimensional. And there is a moral dimension to the concept human being: I cannot but function as a member of my biological species.
(without large-scale surgery), but to act as a human being is an accomplishment, at least sometimes. And if all members of the species *Homo sapiens* are to be gassed (perhaps to stop the spread of some disease), then gassing them is treating them as members of that species. But it is not treating them as human beings. And, again, there is no formula for treating people in this way. Maximizing their utility is certainly not such a formula; its goal is utility or happiness, not humanity or humaneness. Nor is the categorical imperative, which is concerned with rational beings as such, not human beings specifically.

In her diagnosis of the problem that we have lost, or are losing, our concept of a human being (the moral concept, that is), Diamond points out that description is not one, simple thing. My concern here is not with whether Diamond is right about the loss of this concept, but with the point she makes about description. Let me explain. Asked to describe a tree, for instance (the example is mine), a lumberjack might be expected to give a very different answer from that of a creative writer (who in turn will differ from other creative writers). Descriptions of a human body will vary from an artist (who might be expected to focus on color, size, and shape) to a doctor (who might look for signs of illness or past surgery), to a personal trainer (who might look for muscle and fat), and so on. They are likely to vary also depending on whether the body in question is that of a beloved family member, a hated rival, a total stranger, an attractive member of one’s preferred sex, and so forth. There is no such thing as the description, which might be imagined to combine all of the above. Not only can one not describe a body simultaneously both as if one knew it well and as if it were unknown, both as if one found it attractive and as if it left one cold, but it is also impossible to describe every aspect of its character in a wholly objective way. Does the person look intelligent or geeky or boring?, rebellious or frightening or stupid?, sexy or tacky or ridiculous?, etc. What goes for trees and bodies goes too for other things. Description depends on various purposes, and some purposes require an element of personality or ‘soul’ in the description.

As Diamond says:

> Part of the difficulty here is that we think of learning to use a term as learning to follow the rules for that use; we think of language in terms of rules fixing what can and cannot be done. But the most essential thing about language is that it is not fixed in that way. Learning to use a term is coming into life with that term, whose possibilities are to a great extent to be made.

Literature (some of it) explores the possibilities of language, but ordinary speech, too, constantly changes as words and uses of words come and go. There is innovation and creativity in this process, and the potential for such ‘poetry’ (as I will call it) lies within every user of the language. Of course, though, not every new use is poetry. Many
innovations are errors. What is poetry and what is just a mistake or nonsense is largely a matter of what catches on, but it is also possible for a piece of creativity to be successful among a small audience of connoisseurs without ever catching on with a wider community and, perhaps, without ever being imitated by those to whom it means something. Some uses of language speak to us, some do not. They need not be institutionalized to do so.

As Crary makes clear, ordinary communication depends on sharing a sense of what is relevant and what is not, what is out of the question and what is not, what kind of thing would be funny in the circumstances and what would not, what would be rude, what would be merely regrettable and what disastrous, and so on. Everyone is different, of course, and we all make mistakes, but some deviations from the norm are so great as to make one question what world the other is living in. We then face the phenomenon that Diamond calls conceptual contrast:

The vocabulary of conceptual contrasts includes, for example, such terms as ‘solemnly comic ineptitude,’ ‘righteous absurdity,’ ‘corrupt mind.’ These are not terms which can be applied to a piece of talk or writing on the basis of the falsity of premises or the invalidity of inferences. They come from one’s sense of how one lives, what life is like; and our practice of philosophy encourages the idea that such judgments have no part in philosophical thinking, that it does not call on a responsiveness involving the whole mind.27

Such conceptual contrast is relevant to philosophy not only because philosophy can encourage us to ignore it. It is also a phenomenon that one encounters in doing philosophy, in engaging with the work of philosophers. Some work, for example, might be philistine. This brings up one way in which literary works can be important as guidelines or correctives to faulty philosophical work. In her essay “Anything But Argument?” Diamond criticizes a certain conception of moral thought on the grounds not only that it is false but also that it “renders unaccountable and incomprehensible the moral force of many kinds of literature.”28 This moral force is worth investigating. It is not a mere power but a kind of authority (or power exercised with authority) and the authority in question is not the authority of genius, as if we ought to do whatever great writers say we should because they write so beautifully. It is the authority of truth. This is not the kind of truth that can be tested scientifically though. It is the kind that is simply recognized as truth by sensitive and mature readers who see that it reflects the world, or life, as they have found it to be. Certain authors are accepted as great because careful readers recognize the truth in their work. And part of what it means to be a careful, sensitive, and mature reader is to see this truth. This might sound dangerously circular or even empty, but it is hard to know what to say in response to such a concern. There is such a thing as realism in literature, and this need not refer to any particular genre. A science fiction novel, for instance, might be realistic in its treatment of
emotions or psychology more broadly. This realism is recognized as such by people who have the relevant experience of human behavior and psychology (including their own psychological history, of course), and who read carefully. A kind of connoisseurship is required, so that the truth in the writing is there to be seen, but will not be seen by just any reader. A child, for instance, might well not see it. A description of a character’s reaction to the death of a loved one might not be recognizable as either realistic or unrealistic by someone who has never known grief. Those who have, though, will often be able to tell the real from the fake quite easily. And it is generally the authors who present us with realistic characters behaving and feeling realistically that are recognized for their insight.

In other words there is a kind of argument available to philosophers of the form If x then Wordsworth is a writer of no insight, Wordsworth is a writer of insight, therefore not x. Here x might stand for a proposition, but it is much more likely to refer to a way of expressing a feeling, or of framing an issue, of seeing it as having particular limits. These are the things that Diamond focuses on, at any rate, and I am trying to present an idea that she puts forward.

She argues that certain ideas about ethical thinking, that is, ideas about what it means to think at all well about ethics, are incompatible with an appreciation of some great works of literature. More specifically, she attacks the idea that all thinking about ethics must either be rational, proceeding from undisputed premises by way of strictly logical argument, or else arbitrary. She does so on the basis that writers such as Dickens, Dostoevsky and Wordsworth have attempted to enlarge our moral imaginations, to make us think differently about children, the value of human life, and the homeless, for instance, in ways that are neither scientific or logical nor on a par with changing someone’s mind by hitting them on the head or giving them drugs. Diamond claims that there is a kind of middle way between logic and drugs that is not just propaganda, even though it does not consist in the observation of randomly chosen, or value-neutral, or all facts about the subject in question. Expanding the moral imagination involves offering new metaphors or pointing out facts that might otherwise go unnoticed, and doing so in a particular, sympathetic or sensitive kind of way. It is a matter of changing the way we think about certain things, not of merely providing additional information, but it is done by truthful means. In theory this might seem to be mere propaganda, effectively a sort of marketing, and surely almost anything can be marketed with more or less equal success. Dostoevsky and Dickens might be great anti-utilitarian propagandists, but the fact that they chose to use their rhetorical skills in that way says nothing about the merits of utilitarianism, one might think. Diamond disagrees. The moral imagination, she will say, has been not only changed but enlarged, improved, by such writers.
Whether one agrees is likely to depend at least in part on whether one has read the works in question, and whether one has done so sensitively, with proper understanding. There is little I can do here to prove that any literature has the kind of value and significance I am talking about, but I assume that many readers of literature (not to mention philosophers familiar with the work of Diamond and Martha Nussbaum) will accept that it can enlarge the imagination as Diamond argues. My concern now is to focus not on novels as Nussbaum has done, but to look at the moral significance of poetry (broadly conceived) and what follows from this.

Part III: Philosophy as Poetry

If we accept that at least part of what is important in moral philosophy is drawing attention to certain facts (including the fact that one thing really is like another, that a certain metaphor is apt) and doing so eloquently, i.e. sympathetically, convincingly, and honestly, what then? I am inclined to think that either no ‘oughts’ will ever follow from such ‘ises’ or else that they will often do so trivially, so that we need not worry about them. For instance, if Robert Burns shows us that, despite such things as poverty and low social status, “a man’s a man for a’ that,” either nothing follows about how we should treat the poor, and others, or else it follows that we should treat the poor with the same respect we show to the rich, but this conclusion is so obvious from the premise that it almost goes without saying. In other words, if we accept the idea that the careful articulation of truth is part of moral philosophy, then it starts to look as though this might well be all there really is to moral philosophy. Which is not to deny that there could well be a place for argument, even if (though not necessarily) only in pointing out the flaws in other people’s (attempts at) logic. The marshalling of intuitions and relevant scientific facts is already a large part of ethics as currently practiced. What is controversial in the view that I am trying to articulate and defend is the explicit downplaying of argument and the conception of what it means to be articulate that is implicit in this view. To be articulate is not to be precise in the way that a scientist or lawyer might be precise. It is not a matter of mathematical accuracy, or of qualifying a rule so that ambiguity is minimized. It is a matter of finding just the right words to express, and to recreate in a sensitive audience, a particular subjective response to the world, or particular features of it. A well-chosen metaphor, for instance, might capture the response precisely. And metaphors are sometimes used because no other available words seem to achieve exactly the desired result. This kind of use of language is what I mean by poetry.

It was in a sense an attempt to drive poetry out of philosophy that led to the focus on formal logic in analytic philosophy. For instance, Frege writes that:
The question of truth would cause us to abandon aesthetic delight for an attitude of scientific investigation. Hence it is a matter of no concern to us whether the name ‘Odysseus’, for instance, has a Bedeutung. It is the striving for truth that drives us always to advance from the sense to the Bedeutung.\(^{30}\)

Truth, as Frege and Carnap conceive it, is the business of science, not of art. And it was the goal of Wittgenstein’s *Tractatus* to show how little in philosophy can be achieved with this kind of approach. Hence in the preface he writes both that in his book “the problems have in essentials been finally solved” and that “the value of this work secondly consists in the fact that it shows how little has been done when these problems have been solved.”\(^{31}\) Philosophical problems might disappear in a formal language, but that is not the language that we think in, so an effective solution (or dissolution) must occur in natural language. And natural language is inescapably poetic or expressive, as I think Diamond and Crary, among others, have shown. This means that the poetic dimension is relevant not only to ethics but to all branches of philosophy.

What can poetry tell us about metaphysics, say? We shall have to see. If literature can tell us something about children and beggars (as Dickens and Wordsworth, arguably, do), there is no reason why it cannot tell us anything about other people, or animals, or the inanimate world. Indeed it often tries to, as we find in, say, Wordsworth’s *Prelude* or J. M. Coetzee’s *Elizabeth Costello*.\(^{32}\) Part of my argument is that certain works of literature are considered great at least partly because their description of the world is found to be not only fresh but also true. This truth, though, is artistic or imaginative and cannot be translated into scientific language for the purpose of empirical verification. It is not, as I have said, a mere reporting of facts. Still, if a metaphysical theory conflicts with a great literary work then there is, *prima facie*, a problem. Of course the poem might not be so great after all, it might turn out not to ring true to those who have really paid attention to its subject, but I want to say that poets, or rather poetry, should be treated as somewhat authoritative. It gives us a view of things that we cannot simply ignore, that belongs with the phenomena that any good philosophy will seek to preserve. Which is not to deny, of course, that science might reveal other phenomena that we should also preserve. Nor is it to suggest that literature should *replace* philosophy. I am arguing only that it is an important supplement, and that its border with philosophy might not be clearly defined.

Having talked about philosophy in the past, let me say something about philosophy today and in the future. What should philosophy be? One thing it could be is elucidatory in a Wittgensteinian way. If concepts are linguistic, and meaning is use, then conceptual analysis will require, or perhaps just be, a description of the use of the words in question. What this means will depend on the goal of philosophy. If it is meant to be impersonal then philosophy will become a kind of linguistic sociology, a science in other words, to be conducted by those with a good ear (so that they will
know, for instance, which words are relevant to the concept in question). This, I think, would be the death of philosophy. Let me explain why.

For one thing, philosophy can be understood as all academic or intellectual inquiry that is not yet any other science. John Searle has given something like this definition of philosophy, writing that:

science is always right and philosophy is always wrong... As soon as we are confident that we really have knowledge and understanding in some domain, we stop calling it “philosophy” and start calling it “science,” and as soon as we make definite progress, we think ourselves entitled to call it “scientific progress.”

If philosophy becomes a branch of sociology then there will be no philosophy as such left. Only science will remain.

For another thing, this anthropological method would in effect be what Wittgenstein in the *Tractatus* calls the “only strictly correct method” for doing philosophy, and he points out how unsatisfying it would be. If someone wondered about the “mystery of consciousness”, for instance, this method would advocate something not much more helpful than reading a good dictionary. That would tell you how we use the word ‘consciousness,’ after all. But then the real problem, one would feel, was being ignored. And the answers—the facts about how words such as ‘consciousness’ are used—would all be historical, popular products, not open to revision unless and until the speakers of the language start to use their words differently. The conservatism and the apparent irrelevance of philosophy so conceived would be very unsatisfactory. This is one reason why “ordinary language philosophy” fell out of favor (although not everything that goes by that name suffers from these problems).

On the other hand, if philosophy is personal, if it is not so much that consciousness is mystifying ‘in itself’ as that some of us are mystified by it, then what matters is not so much what *people* say but what *we* (the persons in question) say, or would say. What we do or would say is an objective matter, but the focus on the first person (I or we) and the methodological or epistemological authority this gives us would make linguistic or analytic philosophy thus conceived non-scientific, but more like a kind of self-psycho-analysis. The problems are personal but the solution, while personal in a sense, is to look out beyond oneself at the public language one has inherited and how we relate to it. In a sense the solution is to re-connect with others, those who invented or developed the concept in question. To return to sharing their uses of it and stop trying to use it in one’s own, unproductive and confusing, way. Or, finding new uses that others embrace and that articulate what it was that had caused discomfort or confusion.
This process of linguistic re-settling in established uses or pioneering new ones that are acceptable to others would involve mostly listening to and reading the words of others, as well as attending to one’s own words. The main product would be clarity or satisfaction (the absence of puzzlement), and perhaps greater community, not anything written, although something written might well come about as a by-product. Philosophy would be the activity of gathering well-chosen words, words that bring satisfaction, from oneself or others. This satisfaction would be of a particular kind, of course, but the words that produce it would not have to be. They would simply have to be well chosen, articulate, genuinely and refreshingly saying what strikes us as right or true. This I think could be considered a definition of poetry, and philosophy might be defined as the reading, writing, and collecting of poetry thus defined. I am not claiming that poetry and philosophy are or should be the same thing. I am claiming that they are, or should be, more similar than most philosophers recognize. Philosophy deals with questions of a certain type, and these do not belong to poetry. But answering them could well involve the kind of creative use of language that is usually associated with literature and that cannot be sharply distinguished from it.

What will this achieve? Done badly (as no doubt some people think certain continental philosophers have shown), it will bring some of the faults of bad literature into philosophy. Done well, it will make our debates richer, more closely related to well-formulated examples, less blind to or ignorant of aspects of the reality we claim to be addressing. For example, philosophers (and others who philosophize) are often criticized for attacking (and sometimes defending) a straw man when it comes to religion. The God of the philosophers, it is said, is not the God that ordinary believers worship. Explorations of religious belief such as The Brothers Karamazov might help in this regard. More generally, a realistic sense of what it is like to be terminally ill and in pain, or in the first weeks of an unwanted pregnancy, or in combat might help us think well about the ethics of euthanasia, abortion, and what it means to fight justly. Imagination is needed in ethics and in understanding metaphysical questions about the self and teleportation, for instance, or Gettier cases in epistemology. But that is a familiar and surely uncontroversial idea.

What is less widely accepted is the idea that when we argue about freedom of the will or the nature of consciousness or whether paradoxes can be true, we are arguing (at least in part) about how certain words of our language should be defined and used. We are arguing about what we should do in the absence of clear reason to prefer one particular course to all others. We are arguing then, in a sense, about ethics, about what to do. My claim is not that all philosophy is ethics, however, but the weaker claim that questions of the proper use of words have an inescapable literary aspect, one that is continuous with ethics. Whose proposed use of words is better? How are we to speak and write?
So far as we end up speaking and writing differently as a result of such philosophy, we will end up thinking differently. And so philosophy, while perhaps not discovering any new facts, can change us. Heidegger makes the point: “even if we can’t do anything with it, may not philosophy in the end do something with us, provided that we engage ourselves with it?” And in so changing us, if it does, philosophy will change not the world—words leave everything as it is, after all—but the world as we know it.
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